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THE LI ENTITIES’ LIMITED OBJECTION TO THE CHAPTER 11 TRUSTEE’S EMERGENCY
MOTION FOR INTERIM AND FINAL ORDERS APPROVING FINANCING PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C.

§§ 364(c) AND 364(d)

MICHAEL L. BERNSTEIN (PHV)
Michael.Bernstein@apks.com
CHARLES A. MALLOY (PHV)
Charles.Malloy@apks.com
ARNOLD & PORTER KAYE SCHOLER LLP
601 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Telephone: 202.942.5000; Facsimile: 202.942.5999

TIFFANY M. IKEDA (SBN 280083)
Tiffany.Ikeda@apks.com
ARNOLD & PORTER KAYE SCHOLER LLP
777 South Figueroa Street, Forty-Fourth Floor
Los Angeles, California 90017-5844
Telephone: 213.243.4000; Facsimile: 213.243.4199

Attorneys for Mr. Li Qi, Truly Great Global Ltd., Universal
Leader Investment Ltd. and Glove Assets Investment Ltd.

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA — LOS ANGELES DIVISION

In re:

ZETTA JET USA, INC., a California
corporation,

Debtor and Debtor in Possession.

Lead Case No.: 2:17-bk-21386-SK

Jointly administered with: 2:17-bk-21387-SK
(Zetta Jet PTE, Ltd., a Singaporean corporation)

Chapter 11 Cases

THE LI ENTITIES’ LIMITED OBJECTION
TO CHAPTER 11 TRUSTEE’S
EMERGENCY MOTION FOR INTERIM
AND FINAL ORDERS (1) APPROVING
FINANCING PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C.
§§ 364(c) AND 364(d); (2) APPROVING
SUPERPRIORITY ADMINISTRATIVE

In re:

ZETTA JET PTE, LTD., a Singaporean
corporation,

Debtor and Debtor in Possession.
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THE LI ENTITIES’ LIMITED OBJECTION TO THE CHAPTER 11 TRUSTEE’S EMERGENCY
MOTION FOR INTERIM AND FINAL ORDERS APPROVING FINANCING PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C.

§§ 364(c) AND 364(d)

Affects both Debtors

Affects Zetta Jet USA, Inc., a
California corporation only

Affects Zetta Jet PTE, Ltd., a
Singaporean corporation only

EXPENSE CLAIM AGAINST THE
ESTATES; (3) USE OF CASH
COLLATERAL AND GRANT ADEQUATE
PROTECTION; (4) SCHEDULING A FINAL
HEARING PURSUANT TO BANKRUPTCY
RULE 4001(c); AND (5) GRANTING
FURTHER RELIEF

Hearing:
Date: November 28, 2017
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Place: Courtroom 1575

255 East Temple St.
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Truly Great Global Ltd., Universal Leader Investment Ltd. and Glove Assets Investment

Ltd. (collectively, the “Li Entities”), by and through their undersigned counsel, file this Limited

Objection to the Chapter 11 Trustee’s Emergency Motion for Interim and Final Orders

(1) Approving Financing Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 364(c) and 364(d); (2) Approving Superpriority

Administrative Expense Claim Against the Estates; (3) Use of Cash Collateral and Grant Adequate

Protection; (4) Scheduling a Final Hearing Pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule4001(c); and (5) Granting

Further Relief [ECF 381] (the “Financing Motion”).

Summary of the Argument

The Li Entities do not object to the Trustee obtaining financing, but certain terms of the

proposed financing – identified below – should not be approved because they would improperly

(i) cede control of critical matters in the chapter 11 case to the proposed lender, Scout Aviation II,

LLC (the “Proposed Lender”), (ii) make it impossible for the chapter 11 trustee (the “Trustee”) to

exercise his fiduciary duty to creditors, (iii) interfere with the Trustee’s ability to maximize value

for the benefit of creditors and shareholders and (iv) benefit the Proposed Lender at the expense of

the Debtors’ estates. Thus, the Court should not approve the proposed financing unless these

provisions are eliminated.1

1 In light of the expedited schedule for this proceeding, and the objection deadline established by the
Court’s November 17, 2017 scheduling order, the Li Entities are filing this objection prior to having
had an opportunity to review the proposed interim order and budget, which are obviously important,

(Footnote Cont’d on Following Page)
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THE LI ENTITIES’ LIMITED OBJECTION TO THE CHAPTER 11 TRUSTEE’S EMERGENCY
MOTION FOR INTERIM AND FINAL ORDERS APPROVING FINANCING PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C.

§§ 364(c) AND 364(d)

The Li Entities and Their Interest

Universal Leader Investment Ltd. and Glove Assets Investment Ltd. are among the Debtors’

largest creditors, with a claim in excess of $90 million arising from financing provided to the

Debtors. Truly Great Global Ltd. is also among the largest shareholders of Debtor Zetta Jet PTE,

Ltd. (“Zetta Jet PTE”), which owns Debtor Zetta Jet USA, Inc. (“Zetta Jet USA”). The Li

Entities’ principal, Mr. Li Qi, is a Director of Zetta Jet PTE. Thus, the Li entities obviously have a

substantial interest in the outcome of these chapter 11 cases. Indeed, there is likely no creditor or

other party in interest that has a greater interest in the success of this proceeding than the Li Entities.

Commencement of These Cases and Appointment of a Trustee

In the summer of this year, the Debtors discovered that a then-officer and director of the

Debtors, Geoffrey Cassidy, had apparently engaged in fraudulent and other wrongful conduct,

which had caused significant damage to the Debtors. As a result, Mr. Cassidy was removed as an

officer and director, and the Debtors filed suit against him in the United States District Court for the

Central District of California (Case No. 2:17-cv-6648).

On September 15, 2017, without informing Mr. Li (who, as noted, is a director of Zetta Jet

PTE), and without obtaining board authorization, the then CEO of the Debtors, James Maher,

apparently in concert with directors James Seagrim and Matt Walter, caused both of the Debtors to

file chapter 11 petitions in this Court.2 Shortly thereafter, on September 29, 2017, John King was

appointed as the Trustee.

The Financing Motion and Provisions That Must Be Eliminated

The Financing Motion was filed, along with a request for expedited consideration, on

November 16, 2017. The Court subsequently scheduled a hearing on the Financing Motion for

(Footnote Cont’d From Previous Page)

and without having yet taken a deposition of the Proposed Lender, which the Li Entities have
requested. The Li Entities reserve the right to supplement this objection at the hearing on the
Financing Motion, if warranted, after they have been provided with the proposed order and budget,
and have conducted the deposition.

2 See Preliminary Response to Debtors’ Emergency Motion to Approve Stipulation for
Appointment of a Chapter 11 Trustee Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 1104 [ECF 69].
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THE LI ENTITIES’ LIMITED OBJECTION TO THE CHAPTER 11 TRUSTEE’S EMERGENCY
MOTION FOR INTERIM AND FINAL ORDERS APPROVING FINANCING PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C.
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November 28, 2017. While the Li Entities do not object to the Trustee obtaining financing, certain

provisions outlined in the Financing Motion and the annexed term sheet (the “Term Sheet”) go far

beyond what this Court should permit – giving enormous control over the outcome of these cases to

the Proposed Lender and impairing the Trustee’s ability to exercise his fiduciary duties and to

maximize value. This Court should guard against such over-reaching by the Proposed Lender.

The following provisions should be eliminated:

Broad Release With No Investigation. The Term Sheet provides that the Trustee,

presumably on behalf of the Debtors’ estates, will release “all claims, rights, demands, actions,

obligations, liabilities and causes of action, of any and every kind, nature, and character whatsoever,

that he has now, has ever had, or may in the future have” against not only the Proposed Lender, but

also its “related or affiliated companies, partnerships, subsidiaries, and other business entities and

its and their present and former respective officers, directors, shareholders, owners, agents,

employees, representatives, insurers, attorneys, successors and assigns.” None of these parties are

identified, so we have no idea who is being released. Indeed, even the “Lender” is not identified –

it is referred to as “Scout Aviation II, LLC and other lenders.”

To approve such an extraordinarily broad release, when the Court has no idea of who is

being released and what claims may exist against the released parties – and when there is no

evidence that an appropriate investigation of claims against these (unknown) parties has been

undertaken – would be ridiculous. And it would be particularly ridiculous to do so on shortened

notice. This is a case in which causes of action may turn out to be the only valuable assets available

to pay creditors. The Trustee has a duty to preserve any and all such claims and to investigate them.

Releasing unknown claims against a long list of unknown parties, early in the case, on expedited

notice, without any investigation, is manifestly improper.

The release apparently includes avoidance actions. The Trustee should disclose what

avoidance actions may exist against any of the parties to be released. Of course, that requires that

all of the released parties be identified, which as noted has not occurred. In any event, at this stage

of the case, when it is far from clear what value, if any, will exist for unsecured creditors, the
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Trustee should not be releasing avoidance actions. In addition to avoidance actions, the Trustee

should also disclose what contractual and other claims may exist against any of the parties to be

released, and what analysis of any such claims has been undertaken, so that the true cost of the

release can be understood and evaluated by parties in interest and by the Court.

Using the DIP to Dictate Plan Provisions and Preclude Alternative Plans. It may be

appropriate for a DIP lender to require that the Trustee propose a plan by a reasonable deadline, but

it crosses the line when the lender seeks to (i) dictate what the plan will provide, (ii) require the

Trustee to designate the lender as the stalking horse bidder and to provide it with a specified

breakup fee amount, and (iii) prevent the Trustee from exploring alternative plan or stalking horse

proposals and fulfilling his fiduciary duties. Here, the Term Sheet does exactly that.

First, the Term Sheet requires the Trustee to propose a plan that is acceptable to the

Proposed Lender and that “shall provide for [the Proposed] Lender to sponsor and fund the Plan as a

plan stalking horse” – even if some other plan sponsor or stalking horse bidder makes a proposal

that would be more advantageous for creditors and shareholders. And it commits the Trustee to

propose the Plan sponsored by the Proposed Lender even though the Proposed Lender has not yet

committed to, or even outlined, its contemplated terms. How can the Trustee commit to propose a

Lender-sponsored Plan, at this stage in the case, without any understanding or disclosure of what

the Plan’s terms might be, and without any binding commitment on the part of the Proposed

Lender? And how can the Trustee commit to designate the Proposed Lender as the stalking horse

bidder – with all of the advantages that status entails – without knowing what the Proposed Lender

is offering, without any commitment on the part of the Proposed Lender, and without any

appropriate process to determine what other prospective plan sponsors or stalking horse bidders

might propose?

Second, the Term Sheet provides that the Proposed Lender will be awarded a breakup fee of

at least $500,000 plus an expense reimbursement of $100,000. We do not know what percent of the

stalking horse bid that breakup fee might be, because the bid price is not stated. We also do not

know whether the legal standard for awarding a breakup fee to the Proposed Lender can be satisfied
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in this case, or even whether there may be some other entity that would make a superior stalking

horse bid than the Proposed Lender (which we would never know under the Proposed Lender’s

proposal, because the Trustee would be precluded from seeking out alternative stalking horse bids

or plan sponsorship proposals). DIP financing is not the appropriate vehicle to determine what

entity will be the “plan stalking horse,” and it certainly is not the appropriate vehicle to determine –

without any evidence – whether a breakup fee should be awarded under a not-yet-filed sale motion

or plan, or the appropriate amount of any such breakup fee. The Trustee should not be locked into

supporting a breakup fee and expense reimbursement amount that may end up being wholly

disproportionate to the ultimate acquisition terms, and that would benefit an entity that may not

even offer the best stalking horse proposal

Third, although in connection with a sale of the business, either under § 363 or through a

plan, the Trustee has a fiduciary duty to identify the highest and best bid, or plan sponsor offer, the

Term Sheet states that “[t]he Borrower, the Chapter 11 Trustee, and the Committee shall not solicit

bids from other third parties to submit competing bids as plan sponsor until the Bid Protections are

approved.” This provision – which would prohibit the Trustee and the Committee from doing

exactly what they should be doing, which is searching out the best proposal for a purchase or a plan

sponsor transaction – is outrageous. It precludes the Trustee and the Committee from exercising

their fiduciary duty to seek to maximize value, and gives the Proposed Lender an unfair advantage

to the detriment of creditors and shareholders.

The Proposed Lender may respond that the Trustee would be free to seek out better offers

after the Bid Protections are approved, but that is no answer. The Trustee (and Committee) have a

duty to seek out the best “stalking horse” proposal for a purchase or plan transaction before the

Court considers designating a stalking horse or awarding it generous Bid Protections. It is not

appropriate for the Trustee (or Committee) to be locked-up or precluded from seeking out value

maximizing transactions. It is particularly problematic here where no disclosure of any sort has

been made about the Proposed Lender’s contemplated acquisition terms or what alternatives exist,

and where the Proposed Lender has not made any binding plan funding commitment. Under the
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Term Sheet, if the Proposed Lender offers to acquire the assets for $1, the Trustee would

nonetheless be bound to designate that bid as the stalking horse – with Bid Protections – and to

propose a Plan that is centered around that bid. And until this Court approves the Proposed Lender

as the stalking horse, and approves the Bid Protections sought by the Proposed Lender, the Trustee

would be barred from soliciting other offers. This lockup provision, which is obviously intended by

the Proposed Lender to stack the deck in its favor, and to impede competition, should be deleted.

Fourth, the Term Sheet provides that if any party files a plan that “is not acceptable to the

Lender,” that is an Event of Default.3 Apparently, even if a plan provided for payment in full of the

DIP financing, it would be an Event of Default if the plan “is not acceptable to the Lender.” Thus,

for example, if the Trustee, or a creditor, were to file a plan that provided for a sale of the company

to a buyer other than the Proposed Lender, and full repayment of the DIP financing on the plan’s

effective date, the mere filing of that plan would be an immediate Event of Default. This provision

effectively gives the Proposed Lender a veto right over any plan that might be filed not only by the

Trustee but by any other party. Combined with the lockup provision discussed above, it represents

an effort by the Proposed Lender to utilize DIP financing, proposed on an expedited basis, to dictate

the outcome of the case, suppress other bids, and secure the assets for a minimum price.

Using the DIP Loan to Entrench Management. The Term Sheet provides that the

departure of James Seagrim, Matt Walter, Eric Rastler or Joe Ponte would be an Event of Default.

This impairs the Trustee’s ability to decide who should be employed by the Debtors. Apparently,

even a termination for cause of any of these individuals would be an Event of Default. This could

create a Hobson’s Choice for the Trustee: terminate an individual who is not needed, or who has

committed wrongdoing, and thereby be forced into liquidation by an Event of Default, or keep such

an individual, despite adverse consequences, to avoid such a default. This provision, which

entrenches individuals without regard to the Debtors’ needs or the individuals’ own conduct, and

which impairs the Trustee’s ability to exercise his fiduciary duty, should not be approved.

3 In reality, the Term Sheet refers to filing of a plan by the Borrower or, if exclusivity, has
terminated, then by “any party.” But there is no plan exclusivity in this case because a chapter 11
trustee has been appointed. 11 USC § 1121(c)(1).
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Using the DIP Loan Proceeds to Benefit the DIP Lender. The Term Sheet purports to

require the Trustee to utilize DIP Financing proceeds “first to all costs associated with aircraft

N4T/9195.” The Li Entities understand that this aircraft is owned by the Proposed Lender or an

affiliate of the Proposed Lender. The Financing Motion does not state the amount of “costs” that

are to be paid in connection with this aircraft, as a first priority from financing proceeds, but the Li

Entities understand that this amount is at least $1.5 million, or thereabout (though it could be more;

there is no limit stated in the Term Sheet). This is an unnecessary expense for the estate. The

Trustee could simply reject the lease for this aircraft and save the $1.5 million. And our

understanding is that, absent the Proposed Lender’s insistence that the financing proceeds be used to

pay this $1.5 million for its benefit, that is precisely what the Trustee would otherwise do. Thus,

about 33% of the interim financing proceedings, and 18% of the maximum amount of total

financing proceeds – and the first dollars advanced – are being utilized to pay a prepetition

obligation that is totally unnecessary from the estates’ perspective and that benefits only the

Proposed Lender.4 This would be improper even if the Trustee had intended to retain the aircraft in

that it effectively converts a prepetition obligation into a postpetition obligation, but it is completely

inappropriate to fund these amounts when it would otherwise be in the best interests of the estate to

reject the lease for that aircraft. It is also discriminatory because it gives one prepetition creditor an

advantage – a guaranteed right of repayment from DIP financing proceeds – over other similarly

situated creditors. This provision should be deleted. The Trustee should not be required, as a

condition of obtaining DIP financing, to repay a prepetition obligation for the benefit of the

Proposed Lender, and thereby to discriminate among similarly situated creditors, particularly when

4 When one considers these payments, plus the high interest rate, plus the $200,000 expense
reimbursement for the DIP financing, plus the Trustee’s commitment regarding the $500,000 break-
up fee and $100,000 expense reimbursement , plus the release of avoidance actions and other causes
of action and all other claims that are being given to the Proposed Lender, it becomes clear that the
primary beneficiary of the financing is the Proposed Lender. Comparatively, the Debtors’ estate is
receiving only a minimum benefit from the DIP financing, although the professionals who are
designated to receive $1.9 million of the DIP funding proceeds certainly benefit. Three-quarters of
the proposed interim financing and nearly half of the DIP financing proceeds are being used to
pay gratuitously the expenses of the Scout aircraft (whose lease would otherwise be rejected by
the Trustee) and estate professionals.
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the Trustee in the exercise of his fiduciary duties would otherwise elect to reject the lease and not

incur that expense. Instead, the Trustee should utilize financing proceeds as he deems appropriate

in the exercise of his fiduciary duty, and not as dictated by the Proposed Lender for the Proposed

Lender’s own personal benefit. This flexibility is particularly important in view of the liquidity

concerns raised by the Trustee.

Basic information about the Lender and its prior dealings with the Debtors should be

disclosed. As noted above the Financing Motion does not identify the Proposed Lender. It refers

to the Lender as “Scout Aviation II, LLC and other lenders.” The Trustee should disclose (1) who

are the Lenders, (2) who are their individual owners or principals, (3) what dealings, if any, the

Lenders or their owners/principals have had with the Debtors or their officers, directors,

shareholders or principals, including former officers and directors such as Mr. Cassidy, and (4) the

relationship of the Proposed Lender to aircraft N4T/9195, and the amount of “costs” the Proposed

Lender is insisting that the Debtor pay relating to that aircraft. The Proposed Lender will

presumably seek a “good faith” finding from this Court and these disclosures would be necessary in

connection with any such finding.

Conclusion

The terms proposed in the Financing Motion and the annexed Term Sheet represent gross

over-reaching by the Proposed Lender. The Proposed Lender seeks to utilize financing provided on

an expedited basis to effectively dictate the outcome of these cases, by limiting the Trustee’s ability

to exercise his fiduciary duty. If approved, the result will likely be a favorable one for the Proposed

Lender, but at the expense of creditors and shareholders. The Trustee may feel constrained to agree

to whatever terms the Proposed Lender dictates because he is concerned about the prospect of

running out of cash and ceasing operations. But the Court is not so constrained, and the Court

should guard against the sort of lender over-reaching reflected in the Term Sheet.

Accordingly, the Li Entities respectfully request the Court to deny the Financing Motion, or

to require each of the changes outlined above, and to afford such other relief as is just and

appropriate. The Li Entities also request that the Court afford them, and any other parties in
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interest, the right to assert further objections when we see the financing documentation and the

proposed form of interim order and budget, which have not yet been provided.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: November 20, 2017 ARNOLD & PORTER KAYE SCHOLER LLP

By: /s/ Tiffany M. Ikeda

Tiffany M. Ikeda (SBN 280083)

Attorneys for Mr. Li Qi, Truly Great Global Ltd.,
Universal Leader Investment Ltd. and Glove
Assets Investment Ltd.
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MICHAELL.BERNSTEIN (PV H pending)
Michael.Bernstein@apks.com
CHARLES A.MALLOY (PHV pending)
Charles.Malloy@apks.com
ARNOLD & PORTER KAY ESCHOLER LLP
601Massachusetts Avenue,NW
W ashington,DC20001
Telephone:202.942.5000;Facsim ile:202.942.5999

TIFFANY M.IKEDA (SBN 280083)
Tiffany.Ikeda@apks.com
ARNOLD & PORTER KAY ESCHOLER LLP
777South Figueroa Street,Forty-Fourth Floor
Los Angeles,California 90017-5844
Telephone:213.243.4000;Facsim ile:213.243.4199

Attorneys for Mr.Li Qi,Truly GreatGlobal Ltd.,U niversal
Leader Investm entLtd.and Glove Assets Investm entLtd.

IN THEU NITED STATES BANKRU PTCY COU RT

CENTRALDISTRICTOFCALIFORNIA — LOS ANGELES DIV ISION

In re:

ZETTA JETU SA,INC.,a California
corporation,

Debtorand Debtor in Possession.

Lead Case No.:2:17-bk-21386-SK

Jointly adm inistered w ith:2:17-bk-21387-SK
(Zetta JetPTE,Ltd.,a Singaporean corporation)

Chapter11Cases

PROOFOFSERV ICE
In re:

ZETTA JETPTE,LTD.,a Singaporean
corporation,

Debtorand Debtor in Possession.

Affects both Debtors

Affects Zetta JetU SA,Inc.,a
California corporation only

Affects Zetta JetPTE,Ltd.,a
Singaporean corporation only
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7 7 7 S. F ig ueroa Street, 44

th
floor, LosA ng eles, C a lifornia 9 0017 -58 44

A truea ndcorrectcopyof th eforeg oing docum ententitled: TH E L I EN TITIES’L IM ITED O B JEC TIO N TO
C H A PTER11TRUSTEE’S EM ERG EN C YM O TI O N F O RI N TERIM A N D F I N A L O RDERS (1) A P PRO VI N G
F I N A N C I N G PURSUA N TTO 11U.S.C . § § 346 (c) a nd36 4(d);(2) A P PRO VI N G SUP ERPRIO RITY
A DM I N I STRA TIVE EXP EN SE C L A IM A G A I N STTH E ESTA TES (3) USE O F C A SH C O LL A TERA L A N D G RA N T
A DEQ UA TE P RO TEC TIO N ;(4) SC H EDULI N G A F I N A L H EA RI N G P URSUA N TTO B A N K RUPTC YRULE
4001(c);A N D (5) G RA N TI N G F URTH ERREL IEF w illbeserv edorw a sserv ed(a ) on th ejudg ein ch a m bersin th e
form a ndm a nnerrequiredbyLB R5005-2(d);a nd(b) in th em a nnersta tedbelow :

1. TO B E SERVED B YTH E C O URTVI A N O TIC E O F ELEC TRO N IC F IL I N G (N EF ): P ursua ntto controlling
G enera lO rdersa ndLB R, th eforeg oing docum entw illbeserv edbyth ecourtv ia N E F a ndh yperlinkto th e
docum ent. O n N ov em ber20, 2017 , I ch eckedth eC M /E C F docketforth isba nkruptcyca seora dv ersa ryproceeding
a nddeterm inedth a tth efollow ing personsa reon th eE lectronic M a ilN oticeListto receiv eN E F tra nsm ission a tth e
em a ila ddressessta tedbelow :

Serv iceinform a tion continuedon a tta ch edpa g e

2. SERVED B YUN ITED STA TES M A IL:
O n N ov em ber20, 2017 , I serv edth efollow ing personsa nd/orentitiesa tth ela stknow n a ddressesin th isba nkruptcy
ca seora dv ersa ryproceeding bypla cing a truea ndcorrectcopyth ereof in a sea ledenv elopein th eUnitedSta tes
m a il, firstcla ss, posta g eprepa id, a nda ddresseda sfollow s. Listing th ejudg eh ereconstitutesa decla ra tion th a t
m a iling to th ejudg ew illbecom pletedno la terth a n 24h oursa fterth edocum entisfiled.

Serv iceinform a tion continuedon a tta ch edpa g e

3. SERVED B YP ERSO N A L DEL IVERY, O VERN I G H TM A IL , F A C S IM ILE TRA N SM ISS I O N O REM A IL (sta te
m eth odforea ch person orentityserv ed): P ursua ntto F .R.C iv .P . 5a nd/orcontrolling LB R, on N ov em ber20,
2017 , I serv edth efollow ing personsa nd/orentitiesbypersona ldeliv ery, ov ernig h tm a ilserv ice, or(forth osew h o
consentedin w riting to such serv icem eth od), byfa csim iletra nsm ission a nd/orem a ila sfollow s. Listing th ejudg e
h ereconstitutesa decla ra tion th a tpersona ldeliv eryon, orov ernig h tm a ilto, th ejudg ew illbecom pletedno la ter
th a n 24h oursa fterth edocum entisfiled.

VI A P E RSO N A L D E LIVE RY

H on. Sa ndra R. K lein
UnitedSta tesB a nkruptcyC ourt
C entra lD istrictof C a lifornia
255E . Tem pleStreet, Suite158 2, C ourtroom 157 5
LosA ng eles, C A 9 0012

I decla reunderpena ltyof perjuryunderth ela w sof th eUnitedSta testh a tth eforeg oing istruea ndcorrect.

N ov em ber20, 2017 E lissa H oulberg /s/ E lissa H oulberg __________________
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